
Speech Genre Writing
Writing 

genre
Drawing

drawing 

genre
Position

intro

OK. Thanks um   So I'm a low-

dimensional topologist

Preparing, 

moving boards 

about. 

Introducing self

moving boards

in front of 

board, away, 

facing audience

what i like to do is i like 

to use Heegard four homology - 

um - which is a package of 

three and four manifold 

invariants defined by ,?. and 

there's also knot invariant 

in the Heegaard four homology 

package 

Introducing key 

references and 

definitions

 so I like to use these toold 

to answer questions in low-

dimensional topology. so like 

to think about you know 

surgery questions so you have 

a knot in a three manifold  

and so you remove it and you 

glue something back in a 

different way  and i also 

like to talk about 

concordance which is what I'm 

gonna talk about today

introducing key 

applications/pos

sibilities 

offered and 

particular 

examples

picks up chalk, 

away again, looks 

at notes

so i should start by telling 

you what the knot concordance 

group is

Setting up for 

definition

so <clears throat> Pause

at board writing

k c s^3
scene-

setting 1

so i should consider knots in 

s 3
direction

so just a smooth embedding of 

a circle into the the three 

sphere

definition

so here are some examples of 

knots

Explaining 

drawing



draws circle 

and trefoil

constru

cting 

situati

on to 

act 

upon

our knots are going to be 

oriented

direction/defini

tion

adds arrow
add 

detail

k 1 k 2 

(beneath 

knots)

naming

aaaaah ummm so there's an 

operation on knots called te 

connected sum

introduction

it's easiest to just show you 

what it is so
setting up

you just have two knots and 

um you connect them

explaining board 

notes

rubs out 

bits of 

knot, 

connects 

them

acting 

upon 

that 

situati

on

and you do it in a way that 

preserves orientation
instruction

consults notes

away from board

great pause

so pause

so if you consider the set of 

knots in s 3
direction

at board writing

{knots in 

s^3}, # 

(then) ( )

scene-

setting

under the operation of 

connected sum
direction

and we always think of knots 

up to isotopy
definition?

away from board

this is a monoid. right so direction

points at first 

writing

so for example we didn't 

change the isotope oor class 

of this knot

direction

some not-

seen note

away from board

so the- the the unknot which 

is just the sort of the 

standard circle

definition 

points at second 

writing



that's uh <?> this monoid but 

it turns out that we're 

midding inverses

direction 

away from board

so we'd rather we'd rather 

have a group than a monoid
direction?

so the solution to this is 

we're gonna quotient out by 

an equivalent <?> called 

concordance

instruction

motions to second 

writing

writing

/ ~ ???

looks at notes

the equivalence relation is 

that two knots are concodrant 

if and only if

definition

writing

K1 ~ K2
definit

ion

double-headed 

arrow

definit

ion

K1 and K2 

cobound a 

smooth, 

properly 

embedded S1 x 

[o, i] in s^3 

x [o,i]

definit

ion

k 1 and k 2 definition

are cobound definition

a smooth definition

properly embedded cylinder definition

in s 3 across the unit </> definition

so you think of k1 as sitting 

in s 3 cross 0 and you think 

of k 3 as sitting in k 2 

cross i and you have

direction

away from board

such that you have a cylinder 

between them such that at one 

end the boundary of your 

cylinder is k 1 and at the 

other end on the boundary of 

your cylinder is k 2  

direction

points to new 

writing

um pause

so zz this is happenning s 3 

cross i which is a formula 

for also maybe this is a 

little hard to see so let me 

give you an example of what 

such a concordance can look 

like

direction and 

setting up

away from board

writing

Ex title

away

so how am i gonna show you an 

example that's happening tin 

four dimesnions well

setting up



well we can think of the i 

direction as time
direction

points to second 

text

so each time we see a slice 

that is a copy of s 3 and 

that's something that we can 

see

direction

stands by second 

text

moves to third 

text area

well enough pause

so starting on one end um setting up

draws knot

establi

shing 

situati

on

writing

and we'll start with this 

knot

explaining 

drawing / 

defining

k

and so so how may and so

away  in front of 

third

<clears throat> and so I'm 

gonna draw the knot that we 

see at each time slice and 

i'm also gonna draw the 

surface that were sweeping 

out in s 3 across 1 

explaining / 

defining

so the first thing that we're 

gonna do we're gonna perform 

an isotopy

instruction

writing on third

draws knot 

with parts 

extruded to 

almost meet

repeati

ng but 

morphin

g to 

show 

progres

smion

and so if we just perform an 

isotopy we're just osrt of 

wiggling our knot around

definition

away in front of 

third

and so in terms of the 

surface that we're gonna see 

in s3 across i well it's just 

gonna look like this cylinder 

prediction / 

definition

drawing

draws 

cylinder 

with a 

circle 

partway down

context

ualisin

g image

moves board up

and so what's gonna happen 

next is
setting up



pointing to third

away front of 

third

we're gonna perform this 

isotopy those two points are 

gonna come together

instruction / 

definition

drawing on fourth

draws points 

touching

repeats 

changed 

again 

and 

'touchi

ng' 

emphasi

sed

and so in terms of the 

surface
direction

two lines

extendi

ng 

context

ualisin

g 

drawing 

(in 

fourth 

dimensi

on)

well it's gonna creat a 

saddle point
prediction

right so right here um direction

pointing at 

fourth

topologically this looks like 

a wedge of two circles

definition / 

direction**

drawing on fourth

so the cross-section of the 

surface
prediction

two circles. 

back 

sections 

dotted.

next 

iterati

on with 

new 

feature

; same 

point 

emphasi

sed. 

dotting 

conveti

on

is gonna look like a wedge of 

two circles
prediction

then as you move down this is 

gonna split apart n the 

opposite direction that

prediction

pointing at 

fourth

hat and that those strands 

came together
prediction

drawing on fourth



draws wth 

the dot 

broken 

through and 

attached

final 

stage 

drawing

right so now it's just 

splitting apart in in 

opposite direction

pointing at 

fourth

so now if you look this is a 

two-component link

direction / 

prediction?

drawing

and so in terms of the 

surface
direction

draws legs

context

ualisin

g

umm um put this 

pointing at 

fourth

and as you stare at this this 

is actually the two-component 

unlink right

direction. ***

so you can pull this piece 

down and then the two 

components come apart

instruction?

drawing

draws two 

circles

re-

present

ing as 

two 

circles 

(drawin

g 

equival

ence 

through 

proximi

ty

pointing facing 

away

and so since umm <clears 

throat>

we have two unknots and 

they'#re not linked in any 

way

definition / 

direction

pointing facing 

away the toward

we can cap off the components 

disk
instruction

so we have this sort of pair 

of pants here
direction

and we'll cap off one of the 

legs with a disk
instruction

drawing

semicircle 

under one 

leg

bubble 

on 

context

ualisin

g



plate so we can think of this 

component vanishing and then 

we're just left with the 

unknot 

prediction / 

direction

poiting

drawing

circle under 

one of the 

circles

emphasi

sing by 

repetit

ion

extends 

other leg

equival

ence 

again

pointing facing 

audience

and so umm

topologically the surface 

that we have here is a 

cylinder

direction

and so we've just shown an 

example of concordance here 

from that knot up there to 

the unknot

establishment / 

capping off

looks at notes

writing on 2

so this is the knot 

concordance goup which I'll 

denote with the

definition

C = naming

looks at 

questioner

fancy c

um. so this i-

inaudible 

question

looks at board

going through...

repeating 

question looking 

at board

an unknot right so in terms 

of

points at board

right so if you look at what 

we did then it looks pretty 

violent

overview

if you do it again then you 

have to be carful ecause it 

could be that the surface 

that we create has genus

prediction

pointing at 

fourth, facing 

questioner. then 

invisible.

so if you did this again but 

you actually merged togther 

two <?> then that would be 

bad because you wouldn't have 

a cylinder you'd have a twice-

punctured torus

prediction

um



but i- but if you sort of 

keep track of the of how 

you're moving and splitting 

the components so you know 

that you're not creating 

genus then you'll have this 

cylinder

prediction-

direction

I'm not sure if that answers 

your question or not 
question

yeah oh yeah but uh yeah

this is an equivalence 

relation, right, so it's not 

hard tho check, you can turn 

the thing around, you can 

stack two of them 

definition / 

prediction

fiddles with 

board

great. <coughs>

and so...

so it turns out that this is 

a group uh
prediction

points to second

the identity is the 

equivalence class of the 

unknot

definition

turns to fourth

turns to second

and knots that are concordant 

to the unknot are called 

slice

definition

writes on left of 

fourth

so

K is slice 

<double 

arrow> K ~ 

unknot.

ition

k is slice
talking along 

with writing

k is concordant to the unknot talking along

<clears throat>

moves away then 

invisible

oh yeah yeah so so remember 

so

setting-up / 

direction**

before we <???> the 

equivalence relation  our 

objection was that this thing 

was a monoid we're missing 

ingresses

overview 

direction

facing audience 

points to second

and so now whilst i'm 

claiming this thing as a 

group

definition

well everything better have 

an inverse and it's not hard 

to say what the inverse of a 

knot is so

definition?

goes to fifth



in front of ourth 

pointing at 

second facing 

audience

ok so the scoop is a billion 

so first of all it's sensible 

to call the inverse

definition

writing/drawing 

on 5

inverse of K 

is -K
naming

of k is well it's denoted 

minus k
definition

that's sensible. so what is 

this, this is the reverse of 

the mirror image

definition *that 

seems sensible

so I'll just draw a picture definition

draws 

trefoil with 

arrow

establi

shing 

subject

right so here is a knot setting-up

to get uh minus k instruction

K -K
annotat

ion

points at fifth

what do you do you change all 

the crossings and you also 

reverse the direction of the 

arrow

instruction

draws same 

knot with 

corssings 

reversed and 

arrow 

reversed

draws 

after 

change - 

equival

ence 

drawn

writes on left of 

fourth

so that's the inverse

invisible

 ok

<clears throat> so

moving boards 

about

so we've defined this group 

you might wonder well

overview 

establishing 

what does this group look 

like how big is it

overview 

direction 

setting-up

um <cough>

and so uhh

writing on 6

Levine in the sixties defined 

a selective homeomorphism

historical 

reference 

definition

Levine '60s ical

C -> Z^inf + 

Z2^inf + 

Z4^inf

definit

ion

from the concordance group to 

z to the infinity
definition

plus z mod 2 to the infinity definition



plus z mod four to the 

infinity
definition

so

surj hom
definit

ion 

so subjecting onto something 

that's infinitely generating 

so this means this group is 

fairly large

prediction

pointing and 

looking at 6

uh

zm so this might make you 

wonder about torsion

overview asking 

and answering 

question

right because we're you're 

subjecting onto uh clears 

throat>

asking and 

answering 

question 

direction

z mod 2 to the infinity and z 

mod 4 to the infinity

asking and 

answering 

question 

direction

it turns out the only know 

torison in the concordance 

group is of order two

asking and 

answering 

question 

prediction

pointing at 5 

facing audience

and if you think about well 

what the inverse of a element 

was

hypothetical 

direction

you caould say oh well if we 

have a knot that's isotopic 

to its reverse image then 

it's gonna be order two in 

the concordance group

instruction 

prediction

pointing at 6

and in fact all known torsion 

in the concordance group is 

answering 

prediction

concordant to a knot that is 

isotopic to the reverse of 

its mirror image 

answering 

prediction

pointing at 2

so basically it's sort of 

<clears throat>

the obvious type of two 

torsion is the only type of 

two torsion

establishing

looking and 

pointing at 6

in the group

ok

so

so in our definiteion of the 

concordance group we required 

our cylinder to be smooth

overview 

direction

away from board 

walking back and 

forth



you might wonder well what 

happens if we relax that 

condition

hypothetical 

question

um

you might relax it all the 

way to say that what if we 

relax it all the way to 

saywell what if we just 

require this to be a 

topological embedding

hypothetical 

instruction?

that's gonna go a little too 

far
prediction

because then every knot is 

gonna be concordant to the 

unknot

prediction

so how can you see that setting up ***

well

take a knot in s 3 if you 

take the cone on that knot

direction 

instruction

right that bounds a 

topological disk
definition

and then you're gonna just 

puncture the cone somewhere 

that's gonna be a topological 

cylinder

instruction-

prediction

but it turns out there's stil 

sort of a weaker a weaker 

notion

prediction / 

introduction

point at 6

writing at 7

<clears throat> um of 

concordance and that's um
prediction

replace 

"smooth" with 

"locally 

flat"

instruc

tion

occurs if you replace
prediction 

setting-up?

ah smooth

speaking what's 

written. 

introduction

with locally flat

speaking what's 

written. 

instruction

and so locally flat ah means 

that
definition

your cylinder has to have a 

plotted neighbourhood
definition

walking about in 

front

right so the cone point 

doesn't have a plotted 

neighbourhood

definition

right so that sort of got rid 

of that problem

establishing? 

prediction

so if you were a

inaudible 

question

ah st

locally flat yeah so has a 

plotted neighbourhood

a plate um



and then if you do that then 

you obtain
prediction

the the topological 

concordance group
definition?

-> 

topological 

concordance 

group

result

writing at sixth

which we'll denote c top
definition 

NAMING

 looking at 6

uhm and so

there's an obvious 

homomorphism from the smooth 

concordance group

prediction

C -> Ctop

to the topological 

concordance group 
 prediction

writing at 7

right you have your smooth 

cylinder you can just forget 

the smooth structure on it

direction 

instruction?

walking about in 

front

<clears throat> and

well so you have this 

surjective homomorphism

hypothetical 

question 

direction

writing on7

and you might wonder about 

well

answering 

prediction

the kernel of this
answering 

prediction

which we'll denote c t s definition

Cts -> naming

um

pointing at 7

so this kernel is generated 

things 
 definition

by things that are uh definition

topologically sliced but not 

smoothly sliced
definition

and so if we wanna understand 

this kernel

hypothetical, 

direction

well you might wondeer well 

what does levine's 

homomorphism tell us about 

that kernel

direction

drawing and 

gesturing at 6

and it turns out his his 

homomorphism
prediction

is defined in terms of 

certain linking forms on 

surfaces so in particular 

factors through the 

topological concordance group

definition

adds arrows 

and Ctop to 

expression

definit

ion



<clears throat> so doesn't 

say anything about this 

kernel here 

 establishment

pointing at 6

uhm

but <c;ears throat>

so in

uh so t follows from the work 

of Donaldson and Friedman

prediction 

historical 

reference

that this kernel is non-

trivial

prediction / 

establishment

and then

uh endo in the historical

uh nineties historical

erasing left of 

fourth

showed that definition

writing at left 

of fourth

well the keernel not only is 

it non-trivial
definition

ERASES

but it's infnitely generated definition

Endo Cts 

infinitely 

generated

histori

cal 

definit

ion

pointing at 

foruth

and then well

you might wonder more 

questions about the structrue 

of this kernel

hypothetical 

direction

and

writing at left 

of fourth

<clears throat> so work of 

Livingston
historical

Livingston, 

Menaclsculu 

Owen

histori

cal

and Manaloscue Owens historical

they showed that um

Cts has a Z^3 

direct 

summand

definit

ion

this subgroup has definition

a rank three definition

direct summand definition

erasing right of 

fourth

(erases knots 

and trousers)

just an 

illustr

ation?

OK

well yes and that's 

infinitely generated and has 

a rank three direct summand

definition / 

prediction?

well the natural question is 

well does it have an infinite 

rank

hypothetical 

direction

direct summand



and so uh well we have the 

following theorem
establishment

Thm. (H) Cts
titling

t

writing on right 

of fourth

which is that uh

the subgroup uh establishment

uh has a infinite rank establishment

has a Z^inf 

direct 

summand

estblis

ment

direct summand establishment

away from board 

talking

and so uh this proof relies 

on the sorta the
overview

the knot invari the sort of 

the

the know four homology

the knot four complex which 

is

a sort of a variant of 

Heegaar's four homology
historical

so it's a 

it's a filter chain complex 

that you associate to a knot
overview

the filter chain homotopy

type of this complex is a 

knot invariant

both in the filter chain 

homotopy type you can extract 

uh

prediction

various different numerical 

invariants that are 

concordance invariants

and so it's using these 

concordance invariants coming 

from the knot four homology 

package

um

that I was able to define establishment

a uh

a homomorphism from the 

smooth concordance group

uh to z to the infinity

and then I studied what this 

homomorphism looked like

returns to 

personal 

register, 

establishment

on this subgroup and um

that led to this result

I'll stop there


